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Abstract
A discrete strategy improvement algorithm is given for constructing winning strategies in parity games, thereby providing
also a new solution of the model-checking problem for the modal
µ-calculus. Known strategy improvement algorithms, as proposed
for stochastic games by Hoffman and Karp in 1966, and for discounted payoff games and parity games by Puri in 1995, work with
real numbers and require solving linear programming instances
involving high precision arithmetic. In the present algorithm for
parity games these difficulties are avoided by the use of discrete
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vertex valuations in which information about the relevance of vertices and certain distances is coded. An efficient implementation
is given for a strategy improvement step. Another advantage of
the present approach is that it provides a better conceptual understanding and easier analysis of strategy improvement algorithms
for parity games. However, so far it is not known whether the
present algorithm works in polynomial time. The long standing
problem whether parity games can be solved in polynomial time
remains open.
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Introduction

The study of the computational complexity of solving parity games has
two main motivations. One is that the problem is polynomial time equivalent to the modal µ-calculus model checking [8, 19], and hence better
algorithms for parity games may lead to better model checkers, which is
a major objective in computer aided verification.
The other motivation is the intriguing status of the problem from the
point of view of structural complexity theory. It is one of the few natural
problems which is in NP ∩ co-NP [8] (and even in UP ∩ co-UP [10]), and
is not known to have a polynomial time algorithm, despite substantial
effort of the community (see [8, 1, 18, 11] and references there). Other
notable examples of such problems include simple stochastic games [3, 4],
mean payoff games [6, 23], and discounted payoff games [23]. There are
polynomial time reductions of parity to mean payoff games [16, 10], mean
payoff to discounted payoff games [23], and discounted payoff to simple
stochastic games [23]. Parity games, as the simplest of them all, seem
to be the most plausible candidate for trying to find a polynomial time
algorithm.
A strategy improvement algorithm has been proposed for solving
stochastic games by Hoffman and Karp [9] in 1966. Puri in his PhD
thesis [16] has adapted the algorithm for discounted payoff games. Puri
also provided a polynomial time reduction of parity games to mean payoff
games, and advocated the use of the algorithm for solving parity games,
and hence for the modal µ-calculus model checking.
In our opinion Puri’s strategy improvement algorithm for solving parity games has two drawbacks.
• The algorithm uses high precision arithmetic, and needs to solve
linear programming instances: both are typically costly operations.
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An implementation (by the first author) of Puri’s algorithm, using
a linear programming algorithm of Meggido [13], proved to be prohibitively slow.
• Solving parity games is a discrete, graph theoretic problem, but
the crux of the algorithm is manipulation of real numbers, and its
analysis is crucially based on continuous methods, such as Banach’s
fixed point theorem.
The first one makes the algorithm inefficient in practice, the other one
obscures understanding of the algorithm.
Our discrete strategy improvement algorithm remedies both shortcomings of Puri’s algorithm mentioned above, while preserving the overall
structure of the generic strategy improvement algorithm. We introduce
discrete values (such as tuples of: vertices, sets of vertices and natural
numbers denoting lengths of paths in the game graph) which are being
manipulated by the algorithm, instead of their encodings into real numbers. (One can show a precise relationship between behaviour of Puri’s
and our algorithms; we will treat this issue elsewhere.)
The first advantage of our approach is that we avoid solving linear
programming instances involving high precision arithmetic. Instead, a
shortest paths instance needs to be solved in every strategy improvement step of the algorithm. The shortest paths instances occurring in
this context have discrete weights recording relevance of vertices and distances in the game graph. We develop an algorithm exploiting the special
structure of these instances instead of using standard shortest paths algorithms. Our algorithm gives an efficient implementation of a single
improvement step of the strategy improvement algorithm. Its running
time is O(n · m), where n is the number of vertices, and m is the number of edges in the game graph. In comparison, a naive application of
Bellman-Ford algorithm [5] gives O(n2 · m) running time.
The other advantage is more subjective: we believe that it is easier
to analyze the discrete data maintained by our algorithm, rather than its
subtle encodings into real numbers involving infinite geometric series [16].
The classical continuous reasoning involving Banach fixed point theorem
gives an elegant proof of correctness of the algorithm in a more general
case of discounted payoff games [16], but we think that in the case of
parity games it blurs an intuitive understanding of the underlying discrete structure. However, the long standing open question whether a
strategy improvement algorithm works in polynomial time [4] remains
3

unanswered. Nevertheless, we hope that our discrete analysis of the algorithm may help either to find a proof of polynomial time termination,
or to come up with a family of examples on which the algorithm requires exponential number of steps. Any of those results would mark a
substantial progress in understanding the computational complexity of
parity games.
So far, for all families of examples we have considered the strategy improvement algorithm needs only linear number of strategy improvement
steps. Notably, a linear number of strategy improvements suffices for
several families of difficult examples for which other known algorithms
need exponential time.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 2 we define
the infinite parity games and we establish their equivalence to finite cycledomination games. In section 3 we sketch the idea of a generic strategy
improvement algorithm and we state general postulates which guarantee
correctness of the algorithm. Then in section 4 we give a specific proposal
for the ingredients of a generic strategy improvement algorithm. In section 5 we prove that these ingredients satisfy the postulates of section 3.
In this way we get a purely discrete strategy improvement algorithm
for solving parity games. In section 6 we give a specialized shortest
paths algorithm for the shortest paths instances occurring in our strategy improvement algorithm. In this way we obtain an efficient O(n · m)
implementation of a strategy improvement step, where n is the number
of vertices, and m is the number of edges in the game graph. Finally,
in section 7 we discuss partial results and open questions concerning the
time complexity of strategy improvement algorithms.

2
2.1

Parity games
Infinite parity games


A game graph G = V, E, (MEven , MOdd ), p of a parity game consists of a
directed graph (V, E), a partition (MEven , MOdd ) of the set of vertices V ,
and a priority function p : V → {0, 1, . . . , k} for some k ∈ N. We restrict
ourselves to finite parity game graphs and for technical convenience we
assume that every vertex has at least one out-going edge.
An infinite parity game G∞ is a two-person infinite duration pathforming game played on graph G. The two players, Even and Odd,
keep moving a token along edges of the game graph: player Even moves
4

the token from vertices in MEven , and player Odd moves the token from
vertices in MOdd . A play of G∞ is an infinite path hv0 , v1 , v2 , . . .i in the
game graph G arising in this way. A play P = hv0 , v1 , v2 , . . .i is winning
for player Even if the biggest priority occurring infinitely often in P (i.e.,
the biggest number occurring infinitely often in hp(v0 ), p(v1 ), p(v2 ), . . .i)
is even; otherwise P is winning for player Odd.
A memorylessstrategy for player Even is a function σ : MEven → V
such that v, σ(v) ∈ E for all v ∈ MEven . (We consider only memoryless
strategies here so for brevity we just write strategies to denote memoryless strategies throughout the paper.) A play hv0 , v1 , v2 , . . .i is consistent
with a strategy σ for player Even if v`+1 = σ(v` ) for all ` ∈ N, such
that v` ∈ MEven . Strategies for player Odd are defined analogously. If
σ is a strategy for player Even (Odd) then we write Gσ to denote the
game graph obtained from G by removing all the edges (v, w), such that
v ∈ MEven (v ∈ MOdd ) and σ(v) 6= w; we write Eσ for the set of edges of
Gσ . If σ is a strategy for player Even and τ is a strategy for player Odd
then we write Gστ for (Gσ )τ ; we write Eστ for its set of edges.
Note that if σ is a strategy for player Even and τ is a strategy for
player Odd then for every vertex v, there is a unique play Pστ (v) starting
from v and consistent with both σ and τ . We say that a strategy σ for
player Even is a winning strategy from a vertex v if for every strategy
τ for player Odd, the unique play Pστ (v) starting from v and consistent
with both σ and τ is winning for player Even. A strategy σ is a winning
strategy from a set of vertices W if it is winning from every vertex in W .
Winning strategies for player Odd are defined analogously.
Remark. In literature on parity games (see for example [20, 22, 10])
a different definition of a winning strategy is used; here we call it “a
strategy winning against arbitrary strategies.” We say that a strategy σ
for player Even (Odd) is a strategy winning against arbitrary strategies
from a vertex v if every play starting from v and consistent with σ is
winning for player Even (Odd). We argue that the two definitions are
equivalent for parity games.
Proposition 2.1 A strategy σ for player Even (Odd) is a winning strategy from a vertex v if and only if σ is a strategy winning against arbitrary
strategies from v.
Proof. The “if” part is obvious.
We prove the “only if” part for player Even; the proof for player Odd
is analogous. Suppose that σ is a winning strategy for player Even from
5

v. Then the biggest priority on every cycle in Gσ reachable from v in Gσ
is even. Let P be an infinite play consistent with σ. We argue that the
biggest priority occurring infinitely often on P is even. Using a simple
stacking technique (see for example [23], page 347, or [10], page 122) we
can decompose play P into a finite path and an infinite number of simple
cycles in Gσ . (The decomposition may be different if the game graph
is infinite, but the proposition can be proved in a very similar way also
for parity games with infinite game graphs.) Note that biggest priorities
in all simple cycles in the decomposition are even because all the cycles
are cycles in Gσ reachable from v in Gσ . Hence the maximal priority
occurring infinitely often in P is even, i.e., P is a winning play for player
[Remark] 
Even. [Proposition 2.1]
Theorem 2.2 (Memoryless Determinacy [7, 15])
For every parity game graph G, there is a unique partition (WEven , WOdd )
of the set of vertices of G, such that there is a winning strategy for player
Even from WEven in G∞ and a winning strategy for player Odd from WOdd
in G∞ .
We call sets WEven and WOdd the winning sets of player Even and player
Odd, respectively. The problem of deciding the winner in parity games
is, given a parity game graph and a vertex of the graph, to determine
whose winning set the vertex belongs to. By solving a parity game we
mean finding the partition (WEven , WOdd ).

2.2

Finite cycle-domination games

For the purpose of development and reasoning about our discrete strategy
improvement algorithm for solving parity games it is technically convenient to reformulate a bit the standard definition of parity games outlined
above. Below we define finite cycle-domination games and we give a simple translation of every parity game into an equivalent cycle-domination
game.

A game graph G = V, E, (M⊕ , M ), (R+ , R− ) of a cycle-domination
game consists of a directed graph (V, E), where V = {1, 2, . . . , n} for
some n ∈ N, and of two partitions (R+ , R− ) and (M⊕ , M ) of the set of
vertices V . We sometimes refer to the numbers identifying vertices as
their priorities, and we use the standard ≤ order on natural numbers to
compare them.
A finite cycle-domination game Gω is a two-person finite path-forming
game played on graph G. The two players, player ⊕ and player , play
6

similarly to players Even and Odd in infinite parity games by moving a
token along edges of the game graph G: player ⊕ moves the token from
vertices in M⊕ , and player moves the token from vertices in M . The
difference from infinite parity games is that a play is finished as soon
as the path constructed so far by the players contains a cycle. In other
words, a play in Gω is a finite path P = hv0 , v1 , . . . , v` i in the game graph
G, such that vi 6= vj for all 1 ≤ i < j < `, and there is a k < `, such
that vk = v` . It follows that hvk , vk+1 , . . . , v` i is the only cycle in play
P ; we write Cycle(P ) to denote this unique cycle, and we call it the
cycle of P . We define
the cycle dominating value λ(P ) of play P to be

≤
max Cycle(P ) = max≤ {vk , vk+1 , . . . , v` }, i.e., the vertex with biggest
priority in the cycle of P . We say that a play P in Gω is winning for
player ⊕ if λ(P ) ∈ R+ , otherwise λ(P ) ∈ R− and play P is winning for
player . Strategies and winning strategies for both players in Gω are
defined similarly as in infinite parity games.

Given a parity game graph G = V, E, p, (MEven , MOdd ) we construct

a cycle-domination game graph G = (V, E, (R+ , R− ), (M⊕ , M ) , such
ω
that the games G∞ and G are equivalent in the following sense.
Proposition 2.3 A strategy σ is a winning strategy for player Even
(player Odd) from a vertex v in G∞ if and only if σ is a winning strategy
ω
for player ⊕ (player ) from v in G .
Construction of G: Let M⊕ = MEven , M = MOdd , and


R+ = v ∈ V : p(v) is even , and R− = v ∈ V : p(v) is odd .
We introduce a total order relation ≤ on V called the relevance order.
Let the relevance order ≤ be an arbitrary total order extending the preorder induced by priorities, i.e., such that p(v) ≤ p(w) implies v ≤ w for
all v, w ∈ V . Note that we use the same symbol “≤” for the standard
order on natural numbers and for therelevance order; in fact we identify
vertices in V with integers in the set 1, 2, . . . , |V | via the unique order
isomorphism between the total orders (V, ≤) and 1, 2, . . . , |V | , ≤ .
Proof (of Proposition 2.3). The first condition, i.e., that σ is a winning strategy for player Even (player Odd) in G∞ is equivalent to saying
that for every cycle in Gσ reachable from v in Gσ , the biggest priority
occurring on the cycle is even (odd). The other condition, i.e., that σ is
ω
a winning strategy for player ⊕ (player ) in G is equivalent to saying
that for every cycle in Gσ , the most relevant vertex in the cycle belongs
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to R+ (R− ). It follows immediately from the construction of G that the
biggest priority occurring on a cycle in Gσ is even (odd), if and only if
the most relevant vertex in the same cycle in Gσ belongs to R+ (R− ),
[Proposition 2.3]
and so we are done.

3

Generic strategy improvement algorithm

In order to develop a strategy improvement algorithm for solving cycledomination games we define the problem of solving cycle-domination
games as an “optimization problem.” Suppose we have a pre-order v on
the set Strategies⊕ ⊆ (M⊕ → V ) of strategies for player ⊕, satisfying
the following two postulates.
P1. There is a maximum element in the pre-order (Strategies⊕ , v),
i.e., there is a strategy σ ∈ Strategies⊕ , such that κ v σ for all
κ ∈ Strategies⊕ .
P2. If σ is a maximum element in the pre-order (Strategies⊕ , v) then
σ is a winning strategy for player ⊕ from every vertex of her winning
set.
The problem of solving a cycle-domination game with respect to v is,
given a cycle-domination game, to find a strategy for player ⊕ which is
a maximum element in the pre-order (Strategies⊕ , v).
Suppose we also have an operator
Improve : Strategies⊕ → Strategies⊕ ,
satisfying the following two postulates:
I1. If σ is not a maximum element in the pre-order (Strategies⊕ , v)
then σ v Improve(σ) and Improve(σ) 6v σ.
I2. If σ is a maximum element in the pre-order (Strategies⊕ , v) then
we have Improve(σ) = σ.
A generic strategy improvement algorithm is the following procedure.
Strategy improvement algorithm
pick a strategy σ for player ⊕
while σ 6= Improve(σ) do σ := Improve(σ)
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Note that postulate I1. guarantees that the algorithm terminates, because there are only finitely many strategies for player ⊕. Postulate I2.
implies that when the algorithm terminates then the strategy σ is a maximum element in the pre-order (Strategies⊕ , v). Altogether, we get the
following.
Theorem 3.1
If a pre-order (Strategies⊕ , v) satisfies postulates P1. and P2., and an
Improve operator satisfies postulates I1. and I2. then strategy improvement algorithm is a correct algorithm for solving cycle-domination games
with respect to v.

4

Discrete strategy improvement algorithm

Below we give a particular proposal for a pre-order (Strategies⊕ , v)
satisfying postulates P1. and P2., and an Improve operator satisfying
postulates I1. and I2. These definitions are based on discrete valuations
assigned to strategies and hence give rise to a purely discrete strategy
improvement algorithm for solving cycle-domination games.

4.1

Play values

For every w ∈ V , we define V>w = { v ∈ V : v > w }, and V<w = { v ∈
V : v < w }.
Let P = hv1 , v2 , . . . , v` i be a play, and let vk = λ(P ), i.e., the cycle
value of P is the k-th element of P . Let Prefix(P ) = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vk−1 },
i.e., Prefix(P ) is the set of vertices in play P occurring before the loop
value of P . We define the primary path value π(P ) of play P to be
Prefix(P ) ∩ V>λ(P ) , i.e., the set of vertices occurring in P with priorities
bigger than λ(P ). We define the secondary path value #(P ) of play P
to be Prefix(P )|, i.e., the length of the path from the initial vertex of
P to λ(P ). The
path value of play P is defined to be the ordered pair

π(P ), #(P ) ∈ ℘(V ) × N. The play value Θ(P ) of play P is defined


to be the ordered pair λ(P ), π(P ), #(P ) ∈ V × ℘(V ) × N . We
write PlayValues
 to denote the image of the function Θ : Plays →
V × ℘(V ) × N . Note that


PlayValues ⊆
v, (B, k) : B ⊆ V>v .
(1)
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4.2

Linear order E on PlayValues

For all v ∈ V , we define

(
−v
Reward(v) =
v

if v ∈ R− ,
if v ∈ R+ .

For all v, w ∈ V , we define v  w to hold if and only if Reward(v) ≤
Reward(w). We write v ≺ w if v  w and v 6= w. Note that  is a linear
order on V , and m ≺ p for all m ∈ R− and p ∈ R+ .
For B, C ∈ ℘(V ), such that B 6= C, we define

MaxDiff(B, C) = max≤ (B \ C) ∪ (C \ B) .
We define B ≺ C to hold if and only if either
• MaxDiff(B, C) ∈ (B \ C) ∩ R− , or
• MaxDiff(B, C) ∈ (C \ B) ∩ R+ .
We write B  C if B ≺ C or B = C. For ` ∈ V , we write B ` C if
B ∩ V>`  C ∩ V>` . We write B =` C if B ` C and C ` B. We write
B ≺` C if B ` C and C 6` B.
For all ` ∈ V , and (B, k), (B 0 , k 0 ) ∈ ℘(V ) × N, we define the relation
(B, k) E` (B 0 , k 0 ) to hold if and only if either
• B ≺` B 0 , or
• B =` B 0 and either
– ` ∈ R− and k ≤ k 0 , or
– ` ∈ R+ and k 0 ≤ k.
0
0
0
0
0
0
We write (B, k) /` (B
 , k ) 6E` (B, k).
 , k0 ) if 0(B,0 k) E` (B , k ) and (B
For all `, (B,
 k) 0 , ` 0, (B0 , k ) ∈ V × ℘(V ) × N , we define the relation `, (B, k) E ` , (B , k ) to hold if and only if either

• ` ≺ `0 , or
• ` = `0 and (B, k) E` (B 0 , k 0 ).

For ξ, ξ 0 ∈ V × ℘(V ) × N , we write ξ / ξ 0 if ξ E ξ 0 and ξ 0 6E ξ.
Note that (1) guarantees that E is a linear order on PlayValues. It
is a linear pre-order on V × ℘(V ) × N .

Example. Note that ξ1 = 3, {1}, 2 and ξ2 = (3, {2}, 2) are not play
values, because {1} 6⊆ V>3 and {2} 6⊆ V>3 , respectively. We have ξ1 E ξ2
and ξ2 E ξ1 , even though ξ1 6= ξ2 .
[Example] 
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4.3

Pre-order v on Strategies⊕

We write Valuations to denote the set (V → PlayValues) of functions
assigning a play value to every vertex of the game graph. We extend the
E order to a partial order on Valuations by defining it point-wise, i.e.,
for Ξ, Ξ0 ∈ Valuations we define Ξ E Ξ0 to hold if Ξ(v) E Ξ0 (v) for all
v ∈ V . We write Ξ / Ξ0 if Ξ E Ξ0 and Ξ 6= Ξ0 .
Valuation Ωσ . For every strategy σ ∈ Strategies⊕ we define Ωσ ∈
Valuations in the following way:

Ωσ (v) = minE Θ(P ) : P ∈ Playsσ (v) ,
where Playsσ (v) is the set of plays starting from vertex v and consistent
with σ. Finally, for σ, σ 0 ∈ Strategies⊕ we define σ v σ 0 to hold if and
only if Ωσ E Ωσ0 . We write σ @ σ 0 if Ωσ / Ωσ0 .

4.4

An Improve operator

We say that a set I ⊆ E is unambiguous if (v, w) ∈ I and (v, u) ∈ I
imply that w = u. For every unambiguous set of edges I, we define an
operator SwitchI : Strategies⊕ → Strategies⊕ as follows:
(


w
if (v, w) ∈ I for some w ∈ V,
SwitchI (σ) (v) =
σ(v) otherwise.
We say that an edge (v, w) ∈ E is an improvement for a strategy σ if

Ωσ σ(v) / Ωσ (w).
(2)
We define a (non-deterministic) operator Improve : Strategies⊕ →
Strategies⊕ as follows:
(
SwitchI (σ) for some set I 6= ∅ of improvements for σ,
Improve(σ) =
σ
if there are no improvements for σ.
Let I1 , I2 , . . . , It ⊆ E, and let σ be a strategy for player ⊕. Define σ0 = σ,
and σk = SwitchIk (σk−1 ) for k > 0. We say that P = hI1 , I2 , . . . , It i is a
strategy improvement policy for σ if:
• for all k ≤ t, we have that Ik 6= ∅ is an unambiguous set of improvements for σk−1 , and
• there are no improvements for σt .
11

4.5

A few technical definitions

Pre-orders E` on M(V ) × N. For technical reasons, for every ` ∈ V ,
we extend the pre-order E` on ℘(V ) × N to M(V ) × N, where M(V )
is the set of multi-sets of elements of V . The definitions of ` , and E`
are the same as for ℘(V ) × N; the only difference is that MaxDiff for
B, C ∈ M(V ) is defined by

MaxDiff(B, C) = max≤ (B \M C) ∪ (C \M B) ,
where \M is the multiset difference, and B ≺ C is defined to holds if and
only if either
• MaxDiff(B, C) ∈ (B \M C) ∩ R− , or
• MaxDiff(B, C) ∈ (C \M B) ∩ R+ .
Example. If 3 ∈ R− then we have {1, 3, 3}  {1, 2, 3} because

MaxDiff {1, 3, 3}, {1, 2, 3} = 3

and 3 ∈ {1, 3, 3} \M {1, 2, 3} ∩ R− .
[Example] 
e ` on M(V ) × N. We define the following weakening of the
Pre-orders E
E` pre-order. For ` ∈ V and (B, k), (B 0 , k 0 ) ∈ M(V ) × N, we define
e ` (B 0 , k 0 ) to hold if and only if B ` B 0 . We write (B, k) ∼
(B, k)E
=`
0
0
e ` (B 0 , k 0 ) and (B 0 , k 0 )E
e ` (B, k). Note that E
e ` is a pre(B , k ) if (B, k)E
e ` is coarser than E` , i.e., (B, k) E` (B 0 , k 0 )
order on M(V )×N, and that E
0
0
e
that if 2 ∈ R+ then we have
implies (B,
 k)E` (B , k ). Note, for example,

∼
{2, 3}, 1 =2 {1, 3}, 2 , but {2, 3}, 1 6E2 {1, 3}, 2 .
Operation  on M(V ) × N. For (B,
k), (B 0 , k 0 ) ∈ M(V ) × N, we define

(B, k)(B 0 , k 0 ) = B∪M B 0 , k+k 0 , where ∪M is the multi-set union. We
also use the following shorthand:
 if C ∈ ℘(V ) then (B, k)  C is defined
to be equal
 to (B, k)  C, |C| , i.e., we have that (B, k)  C = B ∪M
C, k + |C| . Moreover, if v ∈ V then we often write (B, k)  v instead of
(B, k){v}. In other words, we have that (B, k)v = (B ∪M {v}, k +1).

5

Correctness of the algorithm

In order to prove correctness of our discrete strategy improvement algorithm, i.e., to establish Theorem 3.1, it suffices to argue that the definitions of subsection 4 satisfy postulates P1., P2., I1., and I2.
12

5.1

Valuation Ωσ and shortest paths

Let Ωσ = (Λσ , Πσ ) : V → V × ℘(V ) × N). We establish the following
characterization of Ωσ .
1. Let Tσ = {t ∈ V : there is a cycle C in Gσ , such that max≤ (C) = t}.
Then for all v ∈ V , we have that
Λσ (v) = min { t ∈ Tσ : there is a path from v to t in Gσ }. (3)
2. For v, t ∈ V , we define Pathσ (v, t) to be the set of sets of vertices
S ∈ ℘(V ), such that S ∪ {t} is the set of vertices occurring on a
(simple) path from v to t in Gσ . Let v ∈ V and let ` = Λσ (v).
Then we have
n
o

E`
S ∩ V>` , |S| : S ∈ Pathσ (v, `) .
(4)
Πσ (v) = min
Clause 1. is straightforward. Note that for all (v, w) ∈ Eσ we have
Λσ (v)  Λσ (w).

(5)

We argue that clause 2. holds. Let P ∈ Playsσ (v), such that Θ(P ) =
Ωσ (v). Let R = Prefix(P ) and let C = Cycle(P ). Then Λσ (v) = λ(P )
and


Πσ (v) = π(P ), #(P ) = (R ∪ C) ∩ V>` , |R| ,

i.e., Πσ (v) = R ∩ V>` , |R| ; the last equality holds because max≤ (C) =
λ(P ). Therefore, we have that
n
o

Πσ (v) = minE` π(P ), #(P ) : P ∈ Playsσ (v) and λ(P ) = `
n
o

= minE` S ∩ V>` , |S| : S ∈ Pathσ (v, `) .
As a result of the above we get a characterization of Πσ (v) as a solution of the following shortest paths problem instance. For ` ∈ Tσ consider
the subgraph G`σ = (V ` , Eσ` ) of Gσ induced by V ` = {v ∈ V : Λσ (v) =`}.
With every edge (v, w) ∈ Eσ` we associate the weight {v} ∩ V>` , 1 ∈
M(V ) × N. The set of weights of paths in G`σ is M(V ) × N with  as
the operation of adding weights. Shortest paths are taken with respect
to the E` pre-order on M(V ) × N.
Remark. Section 26.4 of the book by Cormen et al. [5] describes an
algebraic structure called a closed semi-ring that allows to define a shortest paths problem and devise algorithms for finding shortest paths. We
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leave it as an exercise to the reader to verify that for every ` ∈ V , the set
M(V ) × N with the extension operator  and the summation operator
maxE` forms a closed semi-ring.
[Remark] 
Note that from Λσ (v) = ` for all v ∈ V ` , it follows that all cycles in G`σ
have “non-negative” weight, i.e., they have weight E` -bigger than (∅, 0)
if ` ∈ R− , and E` -bigger than (∅, +∞) if ` ∈ R+ . Therefore, shortest
paths to ` exist from each vertex v ∈ V ` , they are simple paths, and
Πσ (v) is the weight of the shortest path from v to ` in G`σ .
Observe, that for v 6= `, the characterization of Πσ (v) as the weight
of a shortest path from v to ` implies, that if w ∈ V ` is a successor of v
on a shortest path from v to ` in G`σ then
Πσ (v) =` Πσ (w)  v,

(6)

and for all (v, u) ∈ Eσ` we have
Πσ (v) E` Πσ (u)  v.

(7)

Πσ (`) = (∅, 0).

(8)

Note that we have
Moreover, observe that by definition of
G`σ , such that max≤ (C) = `, and there
weight. Therefore, if w is the successor
then Πσ (w) = (∅, k) for some k ∈ N, and

` ∈ Tσ , there is a cycle C in
are no cycles with “negative”
of ` with a shortest path to `
hence we have

Πσ (`) ∼
=` Πσ (w)  `,

(9)

and for all (`, u) ∈ Eσ` we have
e ` Πσ (u)  `.
Πσ (`) E

5.2

(10)

Locally progressive valuations

Strategy σ for player
strategy σ for player

. Let σ be a strategy for player ⊕. We define a
in the following way. For every v ∈ M , we set:

σ(v) = w, such that Ωσ (w) E Ωσ (u) for all u ∈ succ(v),
i.e., σ(v) is defined to be a successor of v which minimizes the value of
Ωσ with respect to E. Note that from the characterization of Ωσ from
the previous subsection it follows that for all (v, w) ∈ Eσσ , we have
14

Λσ (v) = Λσ (w). Moreover, claims (6) and (9) hold, respectively, for all
(v, w) ∈ Eσσ , depending on whether Λσ (v) 6= v or Λσ (v) = v, respectively.
These observations together with claim (8) motivate the following notion
of a locally progressive valuation.

Locally progressive valuation. Let Ξ = (Λ, Π) : V → V × ℘(V ) × N be
a valuation. We define Prog(Ξ, e) to hold for e = (v, w) ∈ E, if and only
if:
1. Λ(v) = Λ(w), and
2. if Λ(v) 6= v then Π(v) =Λ(v) Π(w)  v, and
3. if Λ(v) = v then Π(v) ∼
=Λ(v) Π(w)  v and Π(v) = (∅, 0).
We say that Ξ is a locally progressive valuation for strategies σ and τ if
and only if Prog(Ξ, e) holds, for all e ∈ Eστ .
The following fact follows immediately from the definition of strategy
σ and from (3), (6), (8), and (9).
Proposition 5.1 Valuation Ωσ is a locally progressive valuation for σ
and σ.
Valuation Θστ . Note that if σ and τ are strategies for player ⊕ and for
player , respectively, then for every vertex v ∈ V , there is a unique play
Pστ (v) starting from v and consistent with
 σ and τ . We write Θστ for a
valuation defined by Θστ (v) = Θ Pστ (v) .
In the following lemma we establish that a locally progressive valuation for σ and τ is a local characterization of the valuation Θστ .
Lemma 5.2 A valuation Ξ is a locally progressive valuation for σ and
τ if and only if Ξ = Θστ .
Proof. Let v ∈ V and let Pστ (v) = hv1 , v2 , . . . , v` i be the unique play
starting from v and consistent with σ and τ . It is easy to verify that
Θστ is a locally progressive valuation for σ and τ . We show thatif Ξ is
a locally progressive valuation for σ and τ then Ξ(v) = Θ Pστ (v) .
Let C = {vk , vk+1, . . . , v`−1 } be the cycle of Pστ (v), i.e., let vk = v` and
k < `. Let Ξ = (Λ, Π), where Λ : V → V and Π : V → M(V ) × N . By
definition of a locally progressive valuation we get that
 Λ(v1 ) = Λ(v2 ) =
· · · = Λ(v` ). Let ` = Λ(v). We claim that λ Pστ (v) = Λ(v), i.e., that
max≤ (C) = `.
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By definition of a locally progressive valuation we get that Π(vi ) ∼
=`
Π(vi+1 )  vi for all i ∈ {k, k + 1, . . . , ` − 1}. This implies that
Π(vk ) ∼
=` Π(v` )  {vk , vk+1 , . . . , v`−1 } = Π(vk )  C.
It follows that max≤ (C) ≤ `. Note that max≤ (C) < ` implies that
Π(vi ) =` Π(vi+1 )  vi for all i ∈ {k, k + 1, . . . , ` − 1}, i.e., that Π(vk ) =`
Π(vk )C holds. This, however, is impossible because |C| > 0. Therefore,
we get that max≤ (C) = `.
Now we argue that Π(v) is equal to the path value of Pστ (v). By
definition of a locally progressive valuation we get that Π(vi ) =` Π(vi+1 )
vi for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1}, and that Π(vk ) = (∅, 0). Therefore, we get
that




Π(v) =` (∅, 0)  Prefix Pστ (v) =` π Pστ (v) , # Pστ (v) .
[Lemma 5.2]

A best counter-strategy against σ. Note that by Proposition 5.1, an immediate corollary of Lemma 5.2 is that
Ωσ = Θσσ .

(11)

Hence by definition of Ωσ we get that Θσσ E Θστ , for all strategies τ for
player . In other words, σ is a best counter-strategy against σ.

5.3

Locally under-progressive valuations

Motivated by conditions (5), (7), (8), and (10) satisfied by Ωσ , we introduce a relaxation of the notion of a locally progressive valuation called a
locally under-progressive valuation.
Locally
under-progressive valuation. Let Ξ = (Λ, Π) : V → V × ℘(V ) ×

N be a valuation. We define UnderProg(Ξ, e) to hold for e = (v, w) ∈ E,
if and only if:
1. Λ(v)  Λ(w), and
if Λ(v) = Λ(w) then:
2. if Λ(v) 6= v then Π(v) EΛ(v) Π(w)  v, and
e Λ(v) Π(w)  v and Π(v) = (∅, 0).
3. if Λ(v) = v then Π(v) E
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We say that Ξ is a locally under-progressive valuation for strategy σ if
and only if UnderProg(Ξ, e) holds, for all e ∈ Eσ .
The following fact follows immediately from (5), (7), (8), and (10).
Proposition 5.3 Valuation Ωσ is a locally under-progressive valuation
for strategy σ.
In the following proposition we collect a couple of simple facts about
e `.
locally under-progressive valuations and relations E and E

Proposition 5.4 Let Ξ = (Λ, Π) : V → V × ℘(V ) × N be a valuation.

1. If UnderProg Ξ, (v, w) holds and Λ(v) = Λ(w) then we have that
e Λ(v) Π(w)  v holds.
Π(v) E

2. If UnderProg Ξ, (v, w) holds and Ξ(w) E Ξ(u) then we have that
UnderProg Ξ, (v, u) holds.
In the next lemma we establish that a locally under-progressive valuation Ξ for a strategy σ is a witness that all plays starting from a vertex
v and consistent with σ, have value at least as big as Ξ(v) with respect
to the E order.
Lemma 5.5 If Ξ is a locally under-progressive valuation for a strategy
σ then Ξ E Ωσ .
Before we prove Lemma 5.5 we collect the following important properties
e `.
of relations E` and E
Proposition 5.6 Let ` ∈ V , and B, C ∈ M(V ), and k ∈ N.
1. If max≤ (C) ≥ ` then
e ` (B, k)  C.
max≤ (C)  ` if and only if (B, k) E
2. If max≤ (C) 6= ` then
max≤ (C)  ` if and only if (B, k) /` (B, k)  C.
/` (B, k)  C holds
Proof. Assume first that max≤ (C) > `. Then (B, k) e
if and only if B ≺` B ∪M C holds, if and only if max≤ (C) ∈ R+ holds, if
and only if max≤ (C)  ` holds. Observe also, that (B, k) /` (B, k)  C
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holds if and only if B ≺` B ∪M C holds, if and only if (B, k)e
/` (B, k)  C
holds.
e ` (B, k)  C holds because
Assume that max≤ (C) = `. Then (B, k) E
≤
B =` B ∪M C; and max (C)  ` obviously holds.
Assume finally that max≤ (C) < `. Then B =` B ∪M C and therefore
by definition of E` we have that (B, k) /` (B, k)  C holds if and only
[Proposition 5.6]
if ` ∈ R− , if and only if max≤ (C)  `.
Proof (of Lemma 5.5). Let v ∈ V , and let P be a play starting from v
and consistent with σ. It suffices to show that
 Ξ(v) E Θ(P ).
Let Ξ = (Λ, Π) : V → V × M(V ) × N . First we show that Λ(v) 
λ(P ). From definition of a locally under-progressive valuation it follows
that the values of Λ on vertices in play P are non-decreasing with respect
to  order, so they are all equal on the cycle Cycle(P ) of P . Hence, if
we define ` to be the value of Λ on vertices in Cycle(P ) then we have
Λ(v)  `. Therefore, it suffices to prove that `  λ(P ).
If ` 6∈ Cycle(P ) then applying the definition of a locally underprogressive valuation around the cycle of P we get that
Π(w) E` Π(w)  Cycle(P ),
for some vertex w ∈ Cycle(P ). Note that from ` 6∈ Cycle(P ) it follows
that λ(P ) 6= `, and therefore clause 2. of Proposition
5.6, with C =

≤
Cycle(P ), implies that λ(P ) = max Cycle(P )  `.
If ` ∈ Cycle(P ) then applying the definition of a locally underprogressive valuation around the cycle of P , together with clause 1. of
Proposition 5.4, we get that
e ` Π(w)  Cycle(P ),
Π(w) E
for some vertex w ∈ Cycle(P ). Note that from ` ∈ Cycle(P ) it follows
that λ(P ) ≥ `, and therefore
clause 1. of Proposition 5.6 implies that

λ(P ) = max≤ Cycle(P )  `.
If Λ(v) ≺ λ(P ) then we have Ξ(v) / Θ(P ) and we are done. Assume then that
 ` = Λ(v) = λ(P ). We show that in this case Π(v) /`
π(P ), #(P ) , which immediately implies that Ξ(v) E Θ(P ). By applying the definition of a locally under-progressive valuation along Prefix(P )
we get
Π(v) E` Π(`)  Prefix(P ),
and we also have Π(`) = (∅, 0) because Λ(`) = `, and hence



Π(v) E` Prefix(P ), Prefix(P ) =` π(P ), #(P ) .
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[Lemma 5.5]

5.4

Strategy improvement

Lemma 5.7 For every strategy σ for player ⊕, we have σ v Improve(σ).
Proof. It suffices to show that Ωσ is a locally under-progressive valuation
for Improve(σ). Then by Lemma 5.5 we get that Ωσ E ΩImprove(σ) , i.e.,
that σ v Improve(σ).
We argue that Ωσ is a locally under-progressive valuation for the
strategy Improve(σ). By Proposition 5.3 we have that Ωσ is a locally
under-progressive valuation for σ. Therefore, it suffices to check that
for all v ∈ M⊕ , the
 predicate UnderProg holds for Ωσ along the edge
v, [Improve(σ)](v) . Note that by definition of the Improve operator
we have


Ωσ [Improve(σ)](v) D Ωσ σ(v) ,
for all v ∈ M⊕ . Note
 that the UnderProg predicate holds for Ωσ along
the edges v, σ(v) , for all v ∈ M⊕ , because Ωσ is a locally progressive
valuation for σ. It then follows from clause 2. of Proposition 5.4 that the

UnderProg predicate for Ωσ holds along every edge v, [Improve(σ)](v) ,
for all v ∈ M⊕ .
[Lemma 5.7]

5.5

Maximum strategies

Lemma 5.8 For every strategy σ for player ⊕, the following are equivalent:
1. strategy σ is not a maximum element in (Strategies⊕ , v),
2. Improve(σ) 6= σ,
3. Improve(σ) 6v σ.


Locally over-progressive valuation. Let Ξ = (Λ, Π) : V → V × ℘(V )×N
be a valuation. We define OverProg(Ξ, e) to hold for e = (v, w) ∈ E if
and only if:
1. Λ(v)  Λ(w), and
if Λ(v) = Λ(w) then:
2. if Λ(v) 6= v then Π(v) DΛ(v) Π(w)  v, and
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e Λ(v) Π(w)  v and Π(v) = (∅, 0).
3. if Λ(v) = v then Π(v) D
We say that Ξ is a locally over-progressive valuation for strategy τ for
player if and only if OverProg(Ξ, e) holds for all e ∈ Eτ .
Valuation fσ . For every strategy τ ∈ Strategies we define fτ ∈
Valuations in the following way:

fτ (v) = maxE Θ(P ) : P ∈ Playsτ (v) ,
where Playsτ (v) is the set of plays starting from vertex v and consistent
with τ .
In the following lemma we show that a locally over-progressive valuation Ξ for a strategy τ is a witness that all plays starting from vertex v
and consistent with τ have value at most as big as Ξ(v) with respect to
the E order on valuations.
Lemma 5.9 If Ξ is a locally over-progressive valuation for a strategy τ
then fτ E Ξ.
The above lemma is proved similarly to Lemma 5.5, using the following
simple facts instead of Proposition 5.4.

Proposition 5.10 Let Ξ = (Λ, Π) : V → V × ℘(V )×N be a valuation.

1. If OverProg Ξ, (v, w) holds and Λ(v) = Λ(w) then we have that
e Λ(v) Π(w)  v holds.
Π(v) D

2. If OverProg Ξ, (v, w) holds and Ξ(w) D Ξ(u) then we have that
OverProg Ξ, (v, u) holds.
Proof (of Lemma 5.8).
1 ⇒ 2. We claim that it suffices to argue that if Improve(σ) = σ then
Ωσ is a locally over-progressive valuation for σ. By Lemma 5.9 we then
have
fσ E Ωσ .
(12)
This, however, implies that κ v σ for all strategies κ for player ⊕. It is
so because Ωκ E fτ holds for all strategies κ and τ , hence in particular
Ωκ E fσ holds, so altogether we get Ωκ E fσ E Ωσ .
We argue that Ωσ is a locally over-progressive valuation for σ. By
Proposition 5.1 we know that Prog predicate for Ωσ holds along all edges
(v, w) ∈ E, such that σ(v) = w or σ(v) = w. Therefore, it suffices to
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check that the OverProg predicate for Ωσ holds along all edges (v, w) ∈ E,
such that v ∈ M⊕ . Note that from Improve(σ) = σ it follows that

Ωσ σ(v) D Ωσ (w),
for all v ∈ M⊕ and w ∈ succ(v), and
 hence by clause 2. of Proposition 5.10
we get that OverProg Ωσ , (v, w) holds.
2 ⇒ 3. Note that if Improve(σ) 6= σ then for some v ∈ M⊕ , the
 predicate
Prog does not hold for Ωσ along the edge v, [Improve(σ)](v) . Therefore,
by Lemma 5.2 we have that Ωσ 6= ΘImprove(σ)Improve(σ) , i.e., by (11) we
have that Ωσ 6= ΩImprove(σ) . Recall that E is a partial order on the set of
valuations, hence it must be the case that ΩImprove(σ) 6E Ωσ because by
Lemma 5.7 we have Ωσ E ΩImprove(σ) .
3 ⇒ 1. Straightforward.

5.6

[Lemma 5.8]

Proving the postulates P1., P2., I1., and I2.

P1. Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8 imply that after a finite number of iterations
of the strategy improvement algorithm it must be the case that
Improve(σ) = σ. By Lemma 5.8 such a strategy σ is a maximum
element in the pre-order (Strategies⊕ , v).
P2. Let σ be a maximum element in (Strategies⊕ , v). Then from
Lemma 5.8 it follows that Improve(σ) = σ. By definition of Ωσ ,
strategy σ is a winning strategy for player ⊕ from the set


W⊕σ = v ∈ V : Ωσ (v) = `, (B, k) and ` ∈ R+ .
We claim that W⊕σ is the winning set for player ⊕. It suffices to
argue that player
has a winning strategy from the set V \ W⊕σ .
Note that


V \ W⊕σ = v ∈ V : Ωσ (v) = `, (B, k) and ` ∈ R− ,
and by (12) we have fσ E Ωσ . This means, however, that σ is a
winning strategy for player from V \ W⊕σ .
I1. Immediate from Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8.
I2. Immediate from Lemma 5.8.
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6

Efficient implementation

We are given a graph G = (V, E) with a linear order ≤ on vertices, and
a vertex t ∈ V , such that:
for every v ∈ V , there is a path from v to t in G,

(13)

and
(14)
for every cycle C in G, we have that max≤ (C)  t.

Every edge (v, w) ∈ E has the weight {v} ∩ V>t , 1 ∈ ℘(V>t ) × N. The
weights are ordered by Et and added to each other with . The task is
for all vertices v ∈ V , to determine (the weight of) a shortest path from
v to t in G. For all v ∈ V , let Σ(v) ⊆ ℘(V>t ) be the set of vertices with
priority bigger than t occurring in a shortest path from v to t in G.
We use the following algorithm to compute the shortest paths.
Shortest paths

1. E := E \ {t} × V
2. for all r ∈ V>t in ≤-descending order
3.
if r ∈ R+ then
4.
W := w ∈ V : there is a path
from w to t in (V \ r, E)

5.
E := E \ (W ∪ {r}) × (V \ W )
6.
if r ∈ R
− then
7.
U := u ∈ V : there is a path
from u to r in (V, E)

8.
E := E \ (U \ {r}) × (V \ U )
9. if t ∈ R+ then find longest distances from every vertex to t
10. if t ∈ R− then find shortest distances from every vertex to t

The algorithm works as follows. First we remove edges going out of t
since we are only interested in paths from all vertices to t (line 1.). Then
in every iteration of the for all loop (lines 2.–8.) we remove edges that
cannot possibly belong to a shortest path from a vertex v to t. After the
for all loop has been executed, from every vertex there are only paths to
t containing the same set of vertices in V>t as a shortest path. Therefore,
in order to find shortest paths from every vertex to t it suffices to find
longest distances to t if t ∈ R+ , and shortest distances to t if r ∈ R−
(lines 9. or 10.). Finding longest distances in the case when t ∈ R+ can
be done efficiently because in this case the graph is acyclic.
Let us analyze the first iteration of the for all loop, i.e., let r =
max≤ (V ) and let r > t. There are two cases to consider: r ∈ R+ and
r ∈ R− .
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Suppose that r ∈ R+ . Then for all v ∈ V , by the definition of Et
and by the maximality of r with respect to ≤, a shortest path from v to
t should avoid visiting r if possible. More formally, for every v ∈ V , we
have that:
r 6∈ Σ(v) if and only if there is a path from v to t in G in
which r does not occur.

(15)

Therefore, the set W computed in line 4. contains all vertices v ∈ V , such
that r does not occur on a shortest path from v to t. On the other hand,
the set V \ W consists of vertices from which a visit to r is “unavoidable”
on a shortest path to t. It is then not hard to see that by removing in
line 5. all the edges leading from W to V \ W we only disconnect paths
which cannot be shortest paths to t. Let G0 be the graph after removing
edges in line 5. Therefore, for every v ∈ V , we have that:
G0 contains a shortest path from v to t in G.

(16)

Moreover, after performing the deletion of edges in line 5., no path from
W to t contains r, and all the paths from V \ W to t contain r. In other
words, we have that:
if r ∈ Σ(v) then r occurs on every path from v to t in G0 ,

(17)

if r 6∈ Σ(v) then r does not occur on any path from v to t
in G0 .

(18)

and

Observe also, that by performing the deletion in line 5. we disconnect all
cycles containing r, because then r can only be reached from vertices in
V \ W , and only vertices in W are reachable form r, i.e., we have:
there is no cycle in G0 containing r.

(19)

We omit considering the other case, i.e., r = max≤ (V>t ) ∈ R− . Instead, motivated by claims (16), (17), (18), and (19), established above
for r = max≤ (V>t ) ∈ R+ , we argue that the following invariant is maintained by all iterations of the for all loop.
For x ∈ V>t , let G(x) be the graph after the body of for all loop has
been performed for all r ∈ V>t , such that r > x.
Proposition 6.1 Let r ∈ V>t . For all s ∈ V>t , such that s > r, and for
all v ∈ V , we have:
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1. G(r) contains a shortest path from v to t in G,
2. if s ∈ Σ(v) then s occurs on every path from v to t in G(r),
3. if s 6∈ Σ(v) then s does not occur on any path from v to t in G(r),
4. there is no cycle in G(r) containing s.
Proof. We prove the proposition by induction on r. Claims 1.–4. hold
trivially for r = max≤ (V ). Assume as the induction hypothesis that
clauses 1.–4. hold for some r ∈ V>t . We show then, that clauses 1.–4.
hold for r 0 = max≤ (V<r ), by analyzing what happens when the body of
the for all loop is performed. We consider two cases.
• r ∈ R+ .
Note that by clauses 1.-3. of the induction hypothesis, and by definition of Et , we have:
r ∈ Σ(v) if and only if r occurs on every path from v to t in G(r).
With this analogue of claim (15), the arguments needed to prove
clauses 1.–4. for r 0 are the same as the ones we have used to establish
claims (16)–(19).
• r ∈ R− .
Note that by clauses 1.-3. of the induction hypothesis, and by definition of Et , we have:
r ∈ Σ(v) if and only if r occurs on some path from v to t in
(20)
G(r).
We argue that:
there is no cycle in G(r) containing r.

(21)

Suppose the contrary is the case, i.e., that there is a cycle C containing r in G(r). Then by clause 4. of the induction hypothesis we
have that max≤ (C) = r, which together with r ∈ R− implies that
max≤ (C) ≺ t, a contradiction with (14). Note that (21) establishes
clause 4. for r 0 .
A corollary of (21) is that if r ∈ Σ(v) then all paths from v to t
and containing r are simple paths. Moreover, by clause 1. of the
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induction hypothesis there is a path from r to t in G(r), and hence,
claim (20) implies the following:
r ∈ Σ(v) if and only if there is a path from v to r in
G(r).

(22)

Therefore, the set U computed in line 7. contains all vertices v ∈ V ,
such that r occurs on a shortest path from v to t, and the set V \ U
contains all vertices from which a visit to r is not possible on a
shortest path to t. Observe, that by removing edges leading from
U \ {r} to V \ U we only disconnect paths which cannot be shortest
paths to t. This establishes clause 1. for r 0 .
Note also, that by definition of U no path from V \ U to t contains
r, and after deletions of edges in line 8. we have that all paths
from U to t contain r. This establishes clauses 3. and 2. for r 0 .
[Proposition 6.1]

Theorem 6.2
An improvement step of our discrete strategy improvement algorithm can
be performed in time O(n · m).

7

Time complexity

In the analysis of the running time of a strategy improvement algorithm
there are two parameters of major interest:
1. the time needed to perform a single strategy improvement step,
2. the number of strategy improvement steps needed.
By Theorem 6.2 our discrete strategy improvement algorithm achieves a
satisfactory bound on the former parameter.
A satisfactory analysis of the latter parameter is missing in our work.
Despite the long history of strategy improvement algorithms for stochastic and payoff games [9, 4, 16] very little is known about the number of
strategy improvement steps needed. The best upper bounds are exponential [4, 16] but to our best knowledge no examples are known which
require more than linear number of improvement steps. We believe that
our purely discrete description of strategy improvement gives new insights into the behaviour of the algorithm in the special case of parity
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games. The two long standing questions: whether there is a polynomial time algorithm for solving parity games [8], and, more concretely,
whether a strategy improvement algorithm for parity games terminates
in polynomial time [4, 16], remain open. Below we discuss some disjoint
observations we have come up with so far, and some questions which we
believe are worth pursuing.
Proposition 7.1 For every initial strategy, there is a strategy improvement policy of length at most n. Moreover, there is such a policy switching exactly one edge in every improvement step.
Proof. Let us fix a strategy κ which is a maximum element in the
partial order (Strategies⊕ , v). Note that it suffices to show that for
every strategy σ which is not a maximum element in (Strategies⊕ , v),
there is an improvement (v, w) ∈ E for σ, such that w = κ(v).
Claim 7.2 If I ⊆ E contains no improvement for σ then SwitchI (σ) v
σ.
We argue how the proposition follows from the claim. Suppose for the
sake of contradiction
that for all v ∈M⊕ , such

 that σ(v) 6= κ(v), we
have Ωσ κ(v) E Ωσ σ(v) . Let I =
v, κ(v) : v ∈ M⊕ and σ(v) 6=
κ(v) . Note that SwitchI (σ) = κ. Hence by Claim 7.2 we get that
κ v σ which contradicts the assumption that κ is a maximum element
in (Strategies⊕ , v) and that σ is not.
Proof (of Claim 7.2). Note that for all (v, w) ∈ I we have that

Ωσ (w) E Ωσ σ(v) .

(23)

By Proposition 5.1 we have that Prog(Ωσ , e) holds for all edges e in the
graph of strategies σ and σ. From (23) and from clause 2. of Proposition 5.10 it follows that OverProg(Ωσ , e) holds for all edges e in the
graph of strategies SwitchI (σ) and σ. Let σ 0 = SwitchI (σ). Note that
in the (one-player) game Gσ0 we have fσ = Θσ0 σ . Therefore, by applying
Lemma 5.9 to Gσ0 we get that Θσ0 σ E Ωσ . Note that by definition of Ωσ0
we have that Ωσ0 E Θσ0 σ , and hence we get Ωσ0 E Ωσ which concludes
the proof. [Claim 7.2]
[Proposition 7.1]
This contrasts with an algorithm for solving parity games based on
progress measures [11], for which there are families of examples on which
every policy requires an exponential number of steps.
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Melekopoglou and Condon [14] exhibit families of examples of simple
stochastic games for which several natural strategy improvement policies
switching only one switchable vertex in every strategy improvement step
have exponential length.
Problem 7.3 Are there families of examples of parity games for which
there exist strategy improvement policies of super-polynomial length?
Examples of Melekopoglou and Condon [14] are Markov decision processes, i.e., one-player simple stochastic games [3]. It is an open question
whether the strategy improvement algorithm using the standard policy,
i.e., switching all switchable vertices in every strategy improvement step,
works in polynomial time for one-player simple stochastic games [14].
In contrast, our discrete strategy improvement algorithm terminates in
polynomial time for one-player parity games.
Proposition 7.4 The discrete strategy improvement algorithm terminates after O(n3) strategy improvement steps for one-player parity games.
Most algorithms
parity
games studied in literature have
 for solving

d
d/2
roughly O (n/d) or O (n/d)
worst-case running time bounds, where
d is the number of different priorities assigned to vertices. The best upper
bound we can give at the moment for the number of strategy improvement steps needed by our discrete strategy improvement algorithm is the
trivial one, i.e., the number of different strategies for player 0, which can
be 2Ω(n) .
Proposition
Q 7.5 The discrete strategy improvement algorithm terminates after v∈V0 out-deg(v) many strategy improvement steps.
There is, however, a variation of the strategy improvement algorithm
for parity games, for which
the number of strategy improvement steps is

d
bounded by O (n/d) .
Proposition 7.6 There is a strategy improvement algorithm for parity
games for which all policies have length O (n/d)d , and every strategy
improvement step can be performed in nO(1) time.
Note that in every strategy improvement step the current valuation
Ωσ strictly improves with respect to E in at least one vertex. We say that
a strategy improvement step is substantial if in the current valuation the
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loop value for some vertex strictly improves. Observe that there can be
at most O(n2 ) substantial strategy improvement steps. It follows that
in search for superpolynomial examples one has to manufacture gadgets
allowing long sequences of non-substantial strategy improvement steps.
We have collected a little experimental evidence that in practice most
improvement steps are non-substantial. There are few interesting scalable
families of hard examples of parity games known in literature. Using
an implementation of our discrete strategy improvement algorithm by
Schmitz and Vöge [17] we have run some experiments on families of
examples taken from [2] and from [11], and on a family of examples
mentioned in [11] which make Zielonka’s version [22] of the McNaughton’s
algorithm [12] work in exponential time. For all these families only linear
number of strategy improvement steps were needed and, interestingly, the
number of non-substantial strategy improvement steps was in all cases
constant, i.e., not dependent of the size of the game graph.
We conclude with a number of questions to pursue.
Problem 7.7 Does our discrete algorithm, with a policy switching in
every strategy improvement step a maximal set of improvements (i.e.,
switching all switchable vertices), terminate in polynomial time? If not,
exhibit families of examples for which there are policies of exponential
length.
Problem 7.8 Are there polynomial time computable heuristics for constructing policies of polynomial length?
Problem 7.9 Define and study other partial orders on the set of strategies and other strategy improvement operators.
Problem 7.10 Develop other algorithms than a strategy improvement
algorithm for solving the optimization problem of solving cycle-domination
games with respect to a partial order on the set of strategies.
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